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the situation too foolhardily. It s carelessness. I should've realized about the

strata on this side. I should've known that it hadn't rained as much as usual, but it was

an oversight. It was not deliberately going ahead into the face of real danger. It was an

oversight. It s carelessness but it was not foolhardiness. is not deliberately going

up to prove what I could do, nothing f the kind. Second. I realized that I had for years

of on the Scrintu?o that I had certain preparation for work that I felt that the

Lord nted me to do. I felt convinced the Lord. as not finished with me yet, that he

was vin to 1eac me out safely. 'ron that moment I never had another minute of worry or

anxiety but I had misgivings. (12) I walkod ahead thrcu.h the night, I put myself to-

gther and I l1ced ahead through the night , and it was fairly wide here, and. I remember
see I
ee e light begin to come in the morning and I looked down, ie herhe Colorado

River twenty thousand feet below, and. it soemdd to ma as if a thousand. foot abso1utly

eber cliff, no possible q to got throup,h it in that area of the canyon at all. You

could see the ter below but you couldn't get to it at all. And tip here there e a

cliff above, i' come back down toward. (12-) . tj I .

n so we must hurry through this but (l2) is three and a half

days before I got a drop of water. During that threo and a half days I became quite de

hydrated but not no bad. as I might have been because the minute the sun shone I got under

a tree or the shMe of a rook and stayed there, and the minute the nun got behind. /1i)

the cliffs on the other side, late in the afternoon, then I'd start in and I went a fast

I could till it got too dark to go, then the next morning I did the same thing but I kept

out of the sun, so I van not dehydrated nearly as much as I might have been, but it wasn*t

very long after that start when I felt that my mouth was just as dry as sand. I took a

little bit of sugar and t it in my mouth, thinking that it might bring moisture, 'but

t didn't, there wes no taste to the sugar whatever. I had to take my fingernails and had

to take it out of y month,?'t out, øouldn' t do anything, it just kind of etnek to

ths side of my mouth. You couldn't eat, there e no moisture whatever, there as




absolute-

ly none, I took cactus and tried to get a little moisture out of It, all I succeeded in

doing Me get a couple of spines in my leg. But I went on for three days and a half. I
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